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VECTOR FRAME™ ARTITIONS

CLEAN. CONTEMPORARY. IMPRESSIVE.
Easy-to-assemble, Vector Frame™ Geometric backwalls, banners and exhibit
kits are superior, reconfigurable and customizable display solutions • Aluminum
extrusion frames and edge-to-edge push-fit fabric graphics are combined to create
unforgettable displays • Superior quality and construction; made in North America

VECTOR FRAME™ ESSENTIAL

LIGHT BOXES

- light boxes feature sleek, scratch-resistant white aluminum frames with swivel feet
- LED light strips are pre-attached to the top and bottom of the frame
- includes choice of single or double-sided push-fit INTENSITY backlit fabric graphic
- includes 6' power cord
- comes with case
- easy to assemble
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01 Rectangle

02 Rectangle

03 Rectangle

VF-ESS-LB-R-01

VF-ESS-LB-R-02

VF-ESS-LB-R-03

36"w x 72.75"h x 15.75"d

36"w x 96.75"h x 15.75"d

48"w x 72.75"h x 15.75"d

04 Rectangle

01 Square

05 Rectangle

VF-ESS-LB-R-04

VF-ESS-LB-S-01

VF-ESS-LB-R-05

48"w x 96.75"h x 15.75"d

96"w x 96.75"h x 15.75"d

120"w x 96.75"h x 15.75"d

Lights come
pre-attached to the frame.

Frame easily
assembles!

Easy-to-apply
push-fit graphics!

DYNAMIC LIGHT BOXES
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C reat w & accent
l ight sho aphic!
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VECTOR FRAME™ MASTER

- dynamic light boxes feature programmable LED light curtains to create a visually
stunning display that complements your graphic
- light curtain animations offered as a service, come pre-loaded on an SD card
- light boxes feature durable 4" silver extrusion frame
- includes single-sided push-fit, SEG INTENSITY backlit fabric graphic and opaque liner

01 Rectangle

02 Rectangle

03 Rectangle

04 Rectangle

VF-DYCL-LB-R-01

VF-DYCL-LB-R-02

VF-DYCL-LB-R-03

VF-DYCL-LB-R-04

29.92"w x 94.74"h x 19.75"d

57.87"w x 94.74"h x 19.75"d

86.22"w x 94.74"h x 19.75"d

114.17"w x 94.74"h x 19.75"d

1

2
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4

We program the lights to highlight messaging
and draw attention to your display.

Vector Frame Dynamic
Light Box 04
Vector Frame Essential
Light Box 01

Vector Frame Essential
Light Box 04

VECTOR FRAME™ MASTER

FABRIC ART & LIGHT BOXES

- banners feature 2" aluminum extrusion frames and push-fit silicone-edge fabric graphics

Bright,
illuminated
displays!

- light boxes feature 4" aluminum extrusion frames with new & improved LED edge lighting
& push-fit INTENSITY backlit fabric graphics
- single and double-sided graphics offered

RECTANGULAR PRINTS & LIGHT BOXES

01 Rectangle

02 Rectangle

03 Rectangle

04 Rectangle

VF-R-01
VF-LB-R-01

VF-R-02
VF-LB-R-02

VF-R-03
VF-LB-R-03

VF-R-04
VF-LB-R-04

36.3"w x 47.49"h x 19.69"d

36.3"w x 71.12"h x 19.69"d

48.11"w x 71.12"h x 19.69"d

48.11"w x 94.74"h x 19.69"d

05 Rectangle

06 Rectangle

07 Rectangle

VF-R-05
VF-LB-R-05

VF-R-06
VF-LB-R-06

VF-R-07
VF-LB-R-07

118.98"w x 94.74"h x 19.69"d

35.7"w x 94.74"h x 19.69"d

236.5"w x 94.74"h x 19.69"d

08 Rectangle

VF-R-08
VF-LB-R-08
355.19"w x 94.74"h x 19.69"d

FABRIC PRINTS & LIGHT BOXES

VECTOR FRAME™ MASTER

LIGHT BOX ASSEMBLY

LED edge
lighting

2" banner
extrusion profile

4"
aluminum
frame
fabric
backer
fabric
graphic
LED edge
lighting
Light box assembly is easy:
Assemble the frame, apply the push-fit graphics, then plug it in!

4" light box
extrusion profile

SQUARE PRINTS & LIGHT BOXES

01 Square

02 Square

03 Square

04 Square

VF-S-01
VF-LB-S-01

VF-S-02
VF-LB-S-02

VF-S-03
VF-LB-S-03

VF-S-04
VF-LB-S-04

36.3"w x 35.68"h x 19.69"d

48.11"w x 47.49"h x 19.69"d

71.73"w x 71.12"h x 19.69"d

95.35"w x 94.74"h x 19.69"d

OCS, OCE,
OCH, OCL

Easy-to-apply push-fit
fabric graphics!

Prints and
Light Boxes
come in OCE,
OCS, OCH or
OCL hard
shipping cases.

INTRODUCTION

VECTOR FRAME™

MAKE AN IMPACT WITH A CLEAN,
CONTEMPORARY FABRIC DISPLAY.

Illuminated wall!

VECTOR FRAME KIT 15
VF-K-15

•

Geometric shaped backwalls, banners, kits, and light boxes feature
durable, easy-to-assemble aluminum extrusion frames and push-fit fabric graphics

•

Vector Frame can be reconfigured and customized to create completely tailored solutions

HANGING LIGHT BOXES

VECTOR FRAME™

VECTOR FRAME HANGING LIGHT BOXES
Vector Frame™ push-fit fabric hanging light boxes are a premium range of illuminated, extrusion-based rectangular shapes.
Dominate any interior and trade show hall with a captivating hanging light box!

3'H

4'H

10'w x 3'h
15'w x 3'h
20'w x 3'h
30'w x 3'h
40'w x 3'h

10'w x 4'h
15'w x 4'h
20'w x 4'h
30'w x 4'h
40'w x 4'h

5'H

6'H

10'w x 5'h
15'w x 5'h
20'w x 5'h
30'w x 5'h
40'w x 5'h

10'w x 6'h
15'w x 6'h
20'w x 6'h
30'w x 6'h
40'w x 6'h

4" light box
extrusion profile.

Lights come pre-attached
to the frame.

Easy-to-apply push-fit
fabric graphics!

WALL MOUNTED POSTER FRAMES
VECTOR FRAME™ EDGE
Vector Frame™ Edge fabric poster displays combine durable, slim 3/4" lightweight aluminum
extrusion frames and easy-to-apply push-fit fabric graphics. Custom frame sizes are available.

Square Sizes:
VFE-S-01: 11.8"w x 11.8"h
VFE-S-02: 23.62"w x 23.62"h
VFE-S-03: 35.43"w x 35.43"h
VFE-S-04: 47.24"w x 47.24"h
VFE-S-05: 59.06"w x 59.06"h

Rectangle Sizes:
VFE-R-01: 11.8"w x 23.62"h
VFE-R-02: 11.8"w x 35.43"h
VFE-R-03: 23.62"w x 35.43"h
VFE-R-04: 23.62"w x 47.24"h

Features Include:
- slim, lightweight 3/4" aluminum frame
- easy-to-apply push-fit fabric graphic
- direct to wall mounting
- custom frame sizes available

Use in all types of interiors.

Use for ads in retail settings.

MODULATE™

MIX. MATCH. RECONFIGURE.
Ideal for making a unique space configuration solution •
Magnetic connections add functionality and versatility • Choose
from 15 separate print shapes and sizes to create a custom
combination • Pre-defined kits reconfigure into smaller for smaller
70spaces • Choose from straight, convex or concave banners

MODULATE™ MAGNETIC
MIX & MATCH BANNERS
Modulate™ allows for customized configurations of banners and backwalls with the use of MAGNETIZED frames.
Aluminum tube frames are coupled with zipper pillowcase fabric graphics to create versatile, eye-catching displays.

Simply assemble frames, add graphics and
place desired frames next to one another!

Magnetized connection.

MODULATE SERIES 3
10FT FABRIC BACKWALL KIT 05
MOD-10-05-M-TL

High-powered
internal magnets!

Features universal, patented magnet connectors!

MODULATE™ MAGNETIC
MIX & MATCH BANNERS
MAGNETIZED fabric banners feature unique angles and shapes, are portable and easy to assemble.
Choose from 14 frame shapes and connect to design your own combinations.

CONVEX & CONCAVE SHAPED BANNERS

MOD-FRM-01-M-TL

MOD-FRM-02-M-TL

MOD-FRM-03-M-TL

60"w x 96"h x 19"d

60"w x 96"h x 19.3"d

35"w x 96"h x 17.72"d

MOD-FRM-04-M-TL

MOD-FRM-05-M-TL

MOD-FRM-06-M-TL

35"w x 96"h x 17.72"d

112.58"w x 92.36"h x 31.23"d

45.74"w x 96"h x 17.72"d

MODULATE™ MAGNETIC
MIX & MATCH BANNERS

DESIGN YOUR OWN COMBINATIONS
STRAIGHT BANNERS

MOD-FRM-07-M-TL

MOD-FRM-08-M-TL

MOD-FRM-09-M-TL

MOD-FRM-10-M-TL

90.78"w x 92"h x 17.72"d

46.7"w x 92"h x 17.72"d

66.74"w x 96"h x 17.72"d

32.74"w x 96"h x 17.72"d

MOD-FRM-11-M-TL

MOD-FRM-12-M-TL

MOD-FRM-13-M-TL

MOD-FRM-14-M-TL

43.74"w x 92"h x 17.72"d
right taper or left taper

96.34"w x 48.39"h x 17.72"d

48.74"w x 96"h x 17.72"d

96.7"w x 96"h x 17.7"d

MODULATE™
RECONFIGURABLE KITS

INTO A 20' INLINE

CONVERT A 30' INLINE
MOD-20-04-M-TL
Kit includes banners 2, 10, 9, 10, 1

OR TWO 10' INLINE DISPLAYS
MOD-30-04-M-TL

MOD-10-07-M-TL

MOD-10-08-M-TL

Kit includes
banners 8 & 1

Kit includes
banners 8 & 9

INTO A 20' INLINE

CONVERT A 30' INLINE
MOD-20-05-M-TL
Kit includes banners 3, 9, 6, 9, 4

OR TWO 10' INLINE DISPLAYS
MOD-30-05-M-TL

MOD-10-09-M-TL

MOD-10-10-M-TL

Kit includes
banners 3, 10, 4

Kit includes
banners 4, 9, 3

FORMULATE® ESSENTIAL

QUICK. PORTABLE. FABRIC.

Aluminum tube frames and pillowcase fabric graphics combine to create a
sleek print or art display in minutes • Bungee corded frames feature curved
corners and push-button connectors • Prints, tabletop, 8' and 10' inline displays
available • Lightweight and quick to set up • Ideal for defining space in corporate,
healthcare, education, and retail environments

FORMULATE® ESSENTIAL
ARTITIONS

Economy, snap button tube frames
with slip-over, pillowcase fabric graphics.

FORMULATE ESSENTIAL
PRINTS – STRAIGHT
23.5

FMLT-ESS-S-600-2

39.5

FMLT-ESS-S-1000-2

31.5

FMLT-ESS-S-800-2

47.25

FMLT-ESS-S-1200-2

33.5

FMLT-ESS-S-850-2

59

FMLT-ESS-S-1500-2

36.5

FMLT-ESS-S-920-2

- standard height = 92"

- sturdy feet anchor the display

- standard depth = 14.75"
- straight aluminum tube frame

- comes with single or double-sided
pillowcase fabric graphics

- rounded corners

- comes with carry bag

- bungee cords for easy assembly

Easy-to-apply
pillowcase fabric graphics!
C omes with
height extender!

Bungee corded poles allow
for simple assembly.

FORMULATE ESSENTIAL BACKLIT
43.3

FMLT-ESS-BL-1100

- standard height = 78.75"h
- height with extension kit = 93.5"h
- standard depth = 12.5"d
- straight aluminum tube frame
- rounded corners
- bungee cords for easy assembly
- LED light strips attach with clamps to
top and bottom horizontal bars
- double-sided pillowcase fabric graphic
- comes with carry bag

Pillowcase fabric
graphic slips
easily over the frame!

Illuminated!

LED light strips
attach with clamps!

ARTITIONS

FORMULATE® ESSENTIAL

Formulate® Essential ARTITIONS feature basic tubular frames coupled with pillowcase fabric graphics. The
economy tube frames come with a one year limited warranty. Simply pull the graphic over the frame.

FORMULATE ESSENTIAL ARTITIONS – STRAIGHT
- standard height = 92"

- bungee cords for easy assembly

- standard depth = 14.75"

- sturdy feet anchor the display

- offered in seven widths
- straight aluminum tube frame

- comes with single or double-sided
pillowcase fabric graphic

- rounded corners

- comes with carry bag

FMLT-ESS-S-600-2

FMLT-ESS-S-800-2

FMLT-ESS-S-850-2

FMLT-ESS-S-920-2

23.5"w

31.5"w

33.5"w

36.5"w

FMLT-ESS-S-1000-2

FMLT-ESS-S-1200-2

FMLT-ESS-S-1500-2

39.5"w

47.25"w

59"w

Bungee corded poles
allow for simple assembly.

Easy-to-apply
pillowcase fabric
graphics!

FORMULATE® MASTER

STYLE. SIMPLICITY. VARIETY.
Formulate® Master prints, backwalls, hanging signs and more • Durable aluminum tube
frames and pillowcase fabric graphics make assembly simple and create a timeless, stylish
appearance • Accessorize any 10' or 20' inline backwall with a variety of accents for
functionality and style • Perfect for corporate interiors and retail environments
82

FORMULATE® MASTER

ACCENTS

Add illumination!
LED display lighting options
available (see p. 175).

Fabric graphics slip
easily over the frame!

BACKWALL ACCENT 04
(curved) FMLT-WBWA-04C-L/-R
- (curved) 59.06"w x 35.43"h x 114.41"d
- L-shaped pillowcase divider walls attach
to any Formulate Master Straight backwall
227.9"

114.41"

59.06"

BACKWALL ACCENT 05*
FMLT-WBWA-05
- 51.82"w x 96.87"h x 103.65"d
- L-shaped pillowcase fabric graphic attaches to
any Formulate Master Straight style backwall
- 48.82"w tabletop included on interior of accent
227.9"

115.5"

51.82"

tabletop

*only for use in peninsula or
island tradeshow spaces

BACKWALL ACCENT 06*
FMLT-WBWA-06
- 51.9"w x 98.99"h x 107.47"d
- one straight and one curved panel connect
and attach to any Formulate Master Straight
style backwall
- 44.94"w x 41.18"h x 14"d laminate counter
included on interior of accent provides
lockable storage

counter

227.9"

*only for use in peninsula or
island tradeshow spaces

116.7"

51.9"

Il luminated L
ED
l ight curtain
!

FORMULATE® MASTER BACKLIT DISPLAYS
FORMULATE MASTER BACKLIT DISPLAYS
Formulate® Backlit kits feature a 50mm straight tubular frame, LED curtain
lights, which attach at the top and bottom of the frame, and a pillowcase
stretch fabric graphic.

Set up the frame

Add the LED curtain lights

Slip on the fabric graphic

FORMULATE BACKLIT KITS
- offered in 3', 5', 8' & 10' widths, all 8'h

- pillowcase fabric graphic slips over frame

- tube frames feature spigot assembly

- ships in OCE case

- LED light curtains attach to the frame

Il lumi nate
& draw
attent ion!
Formulate 3' Backlit Kit
34.69"w x 92"h x 25.59"d

Formulate 5' Backlit Kit
61.75"w x 92"h x 26.63"d

FMLT-BL-WS3-01

FMLT-BL-WS5-01

Formulate 8' Backlit Kit
90"w x 92"h x 26.63"d

Formulate 10' Backlit Kit
116"w x 92"h x 26.63"d

FMLT-BL-WS8-01

FMLT-BL-WS10-01

FORMULATE® MASTER DYNAMIC BACKLIT DISPLAYS
FORMULATE MASTER DYNAMIC BACKLIT DISPLAYS
Formulate® Dynamic Backlit kits allow you to couple a dynamic, programmed light show with
a captivating image/graphic. Programming the light animations is offered as a service.

1

FORMULATE DYNAMIC BACKLIT KITS
- offered in 3', 5', 8' & 10' widths, all 8'h
- tube frames assemble w/ snap buttons
- programmable LED light curtains make the display DYNAMIC
- pillowcase fabric graphic slips over frame

2

3

Animated lights
create a captivating
visual story!

Formulate 3' Dynamic Backlit Kit
34.69"w x 92"h x 25.59"d

Formulate 5' Dynamic Backlit Kit
63.71"w x 92"h x 25.59"d

FMLT-DYCL-WS3-01

FMLT-DYCL-WS5-01

Formulate 8' Dynamic Backlit Kit
92.94"w x 92"h x 25.59"d

Formulate 10' Dynamic Backlit Kit
120.94"w x 92"h x 25.59"d

FMLT-DYCL-WS8-01

FMLT-DYCL-WS10-01

FORMULATE® FUSION

FORM. FABRIC. FUNCTION.
Combining
organic
and
architectural
shapes
with
state-of-the-art
®
pillowcase fabric graphics, Formulate Fusion 20' x 20' and 20' x 30'
island environments stand
out
in
any
environment
•
Kits
feature
demonstration spaces, conference areas, theaters and more • Dominate your
space with architectural lines and shapes

FORMULATE® FUSION

20' X 20' ISLAND ENVIRONMENT KIT

FORMULATE FUSION KIT 07
CFAB-K-07
- aluminum tube frames and zipper pillowcase fabric
graphics for the two arch structures, three fabric accents
in between arches, six shelves, two monitor mounts* and 1
WOODCRATE-H
- combines state-of-the-art zipper pillowcase fabric graphics
with advanced lightweight aluminum tubing
20'

20'

TOWERS

FORMULATE®

FORMULATE TOWERS
Mix and match the Formulate® line of towers to add architecture and
drama to any event or interior space. Cylinder-shaped, Rectangularshaped and Shield-shaped towers come in 12', 10' and 8' heights and
3' square/diameters at the tops and bottoms. They combine the
latest developments in fabric printed technology with aluminum tube
frames to add dimension, décor and sculpture to any interior space.
Custom sizes also available.

12' FOUR
SIDED TOWER

10' FOUR
SIDED TOWER

8' FOUR
SIDED TOWER

COL-01

COL-02

COL-03

12' BACKLIT
FOUR SIDED
TOWER

10' BACKLIT
FOUR SIDED
TOWER

8' BACKLIT
FOUR SIDED
TOWER

COL-01-BL

COL-02-BL

COL-03-BL

BACKLIT TOWERS

ARCHES

FORMULATE®

FORMULATE ARCHES
Formulate® Arches add architecture and design to any
interior space! Easily create and define a stunning
entryway, focal point for any environment.
Custom sizes also available.

overhead perspective

ARCH 02 10'

ARCH 01 12'
ARCH-01*

ARCH-02

- 8' tall, spans 11 ½ ' wide, 8' deep at the bases

- 7 2/3' tall, spans 9 ½ ' wide and is
nearly 5' deep at the bases

- two monitor mounts* are included,
externally facing, adding a bonus
opportunity to display messaging & branding

- shown in a 10' space

- shown in a 12' space

ARCH 03 20'

ARCH 06 17'

ARCH 07 10'

ARCH-03

ARCH-06

ARCH-07

- 11 ½ ' tall, spans 19 ½ ' wide and is
8' deep at the bases

- 12 1/2' tall, spans 17' wide
and 5'4" deep
- three dimensional shape for
added impact

- 7 1/2' tall, spans 10' wide
and 4' 7/8" deep

- fits perfectly in a 20' x 20' island space
- shown in a 20' space

*Monitor not included.
Formulate structures are made in North America
and have a limited lifetime frame warranty.

FORMULATE®

CONFERENCE WALLS

FORMULATE
CONFERENCE WALLS
Ergonomically designed, Formulate® walls combine the latest developments in fabric printed technology with
gently curved 50mm aluminum frames to create private, cozy and stylish conference areas within any space.

C-SHAPED WALL

CONFERENCE WALL

C-WALL

C-WALL-02*

- 7' tall at 7'4" diameter

- conference room
- features two fabric walls and a sheer fabric canopy
- large enough to house a small table and four chairs
- 8'6" tall and has a diameter of 9'
- furniture not included

CHIP-SHAPED WALL

CHIP-SHAPED WALL

CHIP-WALL*

CHIP-WALL-02*

- potato chip shaped structure that
stands 8' tall and is 9'3" wide

- curved conference room divider that
stands 6'4" tall and is 9'5" wide

*Furniture not included.
Formulate structures are made in North America
and a limited lifetime frame warranty.

CONFERENCE WALLS

FORMULATE®

FORMULATE VIDEO WALLS & ROOMS
Heavy-duty 50mm aluminum frames are coupled with stretch, zipper pillowcase fabric graphics to create flowing,
uniquely-shaped Formulate curved walls and architectural structures that are ideal for corporate environments and
interior spaces. With a variety of options, you can mix and match with other Formulate fabric structures to create
the ideal environment. Custom sizes also available.

SURF

TREE HOUSE

SURF-WALL*

TREEHOUSE-RM

- C-shaped multimedia display that stands
11'4" tall with a width of 7'7"

- cylinder-shaped space perfect for meetings, graphical
displays, projected presentations, a theater setting

- curved shape sustained by supporting legs

- 15' in diameter, 8' tall and features two 7' tall doorways,
encouraging traffic flow

- monitor mounts included

CUSTOMIZED ARCHITECTURAL STRUCTURES
We FORMULATE tension fabric structures into immersive branded interior environments!
We work with you to design, build and create custom tension fabric structures that help you achieve your branding
and face to face marketing goals. From funnels to arches, conference rooms, divider walls and well beyond, you
imagine it and we make it a reality!
Work with us on your next customized tension fabric structure and expect to impress!

*Monitor and furniture not included.

PPE PRODUCTS
SNEEZE GUARDS, PROTECTION
WALLS & BARRIERS

ACRYLIC SNEEZE GUARDS

SNZ-GRD-44x22

SNZ-GRD-44x22-SLOT

SNZ-GRD-44x31

44"w x 22"h

44"w x 31"h

clear adhesive vinyl
graphic sticker

SNZ-GRD-44x35

SNZ-GRD-44x35-SLOT

SNZ-GRD-44x31-SLOT

G-C-AVP-SNZ-GRD

white adhesive vinyl
graphic sticker

G-W-AVP-SNZ-GRD

44"w x 35"h
CLEAR ACRYLIC SNEEZE GUARDS FOR TABLETOPS
-

1/8" thick
44" wide
choice of 22", 31" or 35" heights
bank slots offered for all sizes
white sintra feet
made in North America
custom shapes also available within 44"w x 35"h size

ITEM #
SNZ-GRD-44x22
SNZ-GRD-44x22-SLOT

DESCRIPTION
Sneeze Guard 44"w x 22"h
Sneeze Guard 44"w x 22"h, with Slot

SNZ-GRD-44x31
SNZ-GRD-44x31-SLOT

Sneeze Guard 44"w x 31"h
Sneeze Guard 44"w x 31"h, with Slot

SNZ-GRD-44x35
SNZ-GRD-44x35-SLOT

Sneeze Guard 44"w x 35"h
Sneeze Guard 44"w x 35"h, with Slot

G-C-AVP-SNZ-GRD
G-W-AVP-SNZ-GRD

Applied 1st Surface Graphics
Cut & Weeded Applied 1st Surface Graphics
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CUSTOMER TO SPECIFY
SIZE & PLACEMENT

WARNING: Cancer
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

PEGASUS BANNER SHIELDS

perfect for gyms, beauty
& barber shops1

PEGASUS BANNER SHIELDS
- sizes offered:
- 4'w x 6'h, 5'w x 6'h, 6'w x 6'h
- 4'w x 8'h, 5'w x 8'h, 6'w x 8'h
- kit includes: 2 feet, 4 telescopic poles for
uprights & verticals that connect with push
buttons, 4 pole connectors, graphic with clear
& scrim vinyl and a carry bag
- choice of silver or black frame
- simply extend telescopic poles to width and
height based on graphic selection
- shield includes both a scrim vinyl portion for
optimal visibility
- the scrim vinyl portion is offered printed or
unprinted; unprinted is white in color
- the clear banner material can be cleaned with
a soft cloth, mild soap and water

PICK YOUR DESIRED FRAME & SHIELD
ITEM #
Frame, Hardware Only
PGSUS2-S
PGSUS2-B
Banner Shield, Unprinted Scrim
BS-PGSUS2-48X72-BLANK-G
BS-PGSUS2-60X72-BLANK-G
BS-PGSUS2-72X72-BLANK-G
BS-PGSUS2-48X96-BLANK-G
BS-PGSUS2-60X96-BLANK-G
BS-PGSUS2-72X96-BLANK-G
Banner Shield, Printed Scrim
BS-PGSUS2-48X72-G
BS-PGSUS2-60X72-G
BS-PGSUS2-72X72-G
BS-PGSUS2-48X96-G
BS-PGSUS2-60X96-G
BS-PGSUS2-72X96-G

WARNING: Cancer
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

DESCRIPTION
Pegasus Standard Frame, Silver
Pegasus Standard Frame, Black
4'w x 6'h Unprinted Scrim
5'w x 6'h Unprinted Scrim
6'w x 6'h Unprinted Scrim
4'w x 8'h Unprinted Scrim
5'w x 8'h Unprinted Scrim
6'w x 8'h Unprinted Scrim
4'w x 6'h Printed Scrim
5'w x 6'h Printed Scrim
6'w x 6'h Printed Scrim
4'w x 8'h Printed Scrim
5'w x 8'h Printed Scrim
6'w x 8'h Printed Scrim

PEGASUS BANNER SHIELDS

SIZE OPTIONS

4'w x 6'h

4'w x 8'h

5'w x 6'h

5'w x 8'h

6'w x 6'h

6'w x 8'h

ideal for classr ooms, of ficeions, ssa&lonmos,regyms,
manufact ur ing operat
WARNING: Cancer
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

HANGING SNEEZE GUARDS

24"w x 24"h
24"w x 30"h
24"w x 36"h

24"w x 48"h

30"w x 24"h
30"w x 30"h
30"w x 36"h

POSTER SNAPPER HANGING SNEEZE GUARDS
- 16 sizes available off-the-shelf
- aluminum snap frame offered in
4 widths & heights: 24", 30", 36"
and 48"
- custom kits with lengths up to
60 inches are available
- durable, lightweight clear
polyester is 7mil thick
- offered blank and printed
- snap rail for quick graphic
change and easy setup
- easy to wipe clean & disinfect
- hang with s-hook or nylon line
(not included)
- assembled in USA

s-hook for easy
suspension!

quick graphic change with
snap rail edges

30"w x 48"h

adjustable snap clips

HANGING SNEEZE GUARDS

!
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36"w x 24"h
36"w x 30"h
36"w x 36"h

36"w x 48"h

48"w x 24"h
48"w x 30"h
48"w x 36"h

48"w x 48"h

24"W
24"H

ITEM #
SNZ-POSNP-24-24-CP-KIT
SNZ-POSNP-24-24-G-KIT

DESCRIPTION
Poster Snapper Kit, Unprinted/Clear
Poster Snapper Kit, Printed

36"W
24"H

ITEM #
SNZ-POSNP-36-24-CP-KIT
SNZ-POSNP-36-24-G-KIT

DESCRIPTION
Poster Snapper Kit, Unprinted/Clear
Poster Snapper Kit, Printed

24"W
30"H

SNZ-POSNP-24-30-CP-KIT
SNZ-POSNP-24-30-G-KIT

Poster Snapper Kit, Unprinted/Clear
Poster Snapper Kit, Printed

36"W
30"H

SNZ-POSNP-36-30-CP-KIT Poster Snapper Kit, Unprinted/Clear
SNZ-POSNP-36-30-G-KIT
Poster Snapper Kit, Printed

24"W
36"H

SNZ-POSNP-24-36-CP-KIT
SNZ-POSNP-24-36-G-KIT

Poster Snapper Kit, Unprinted/Clear
Poster Snapper Kit, Printed

36"W
36"H

SNZ-POSNP-36-36-CP-KIT
SNZ-POSNP-36-36-G-KIT

Poster Snapper Kit, Unprinted/Clear
Poster Snapper Kit, Printed

24"W
48"H

SNZ-POSNP-24-48-CP-KIT
SNZ-POSNP-24-48-G-KIT

Poster Snapper Kit, Unprinted/Clear
Poster Snapper Kit, Printed

36"W
48"H

SNZ-POSNP-36-48-CP-KIT
SNZ-POSNP-36-48-G-KIT

Poster Snapper Kit, Unprinted/Clear
Poster Snapper Kit, Printed

30"W
24"H

SNZ-POSNP-30-24-CP-KIT
SNZ-POSNP-30-24-G-KIT

Poster Snapper Kit, Unprinted/Clear
Poster Snapper Kit, Printed

48"W
24"H

SNZ-POSNP-48-24-CP-KIT
SNZ-POSNP-48-24-G-KIT

Poster Snapper Kit, Unprinted/Clear
Poster Snapper Kit, Printed

30"W
30"H

SNZ-POSNP-30-30-CP-KIT Poster Snapper Kit, Unprinted/Clear
SNZ-POSNP-30-30-G-KIT
Poster Snapper Kit, Printed

48"W
30"H

SNZ-POSNP-48-30-CP-KIT Poster Snapper Kit, Unprinted/Clear
SNZ-POSNP-48-30-G-KIT
Poster Snapper Kit, Printed

30"W
36"H

SNZ-POSNP-30-36-CP-KIT Poster Snapper Kit, Unprinted/Clear
SNZ-POSNP-30-36-G-KIT
Poster Snapper Kit, Printed

48"W
36"H

SNZ-POSNP-48-36-CP-KIT
SNZ-POSNP-48-36-G-KIT

30"W
48"H

SNZ-POSNP-30-48-CP-KIT Poster Snapper Kit, Unprinted/Clear
SNZ-POSNP-30-48-G-KIT
Poster Snapper Kit, Printed

48"W
48"H

SNZ-POSNP-48-48-CP-KIT Poster Snapper Kit, Unprinted/Clear
SNZ-POSNP-48-48-G-KIT
Poster Snapper Kit, Printed

Poster Snapper Kit, Unprinted/Clear
Poster Snapper Kit, Printed

MODULATE SNEEZE
GUARD WALLS
- lightweight and portable sneeze guard/
protection/divider walls
- assembled dimensions = 36"w x 92.2"h x 15.7"d
- easy to wipe clean with disinfectant spray
- magnetic frames connect easily and can be
positioned at various angles
- aluminum frame with snap buttons, offered
magnetized or non

easy to wi pe clean
and disinfect!

- 3 "inﬁll" options available:
- 3mm clear plexiglass (plex) top & bottom
- 3mm clear plex top & opaque white 3mm PVC
- opaque white 3mm PVC
- clear plex and PVC offered blank or printed
- artwork prints directly on the plex & PVC
- artwork on plex prints single-sided
- artwork on PVC prints single or double-sided

BUILD YOUR OWN

clear plex

printed plex

add wheels!
printed sintra
add high-powered internal magnets!
1

2

3

PICK YOUR FRAME
SIZE & TYPE

PICK YOUR PANEL
SIZE & TYPE

ADD WHEELS
AND/OR MAGNETS

ITEM #
1X1 FRAMES
MOD-SNZ-1-F
MOD-SNZ-2-F
MOD-SNZ-3-F
MOD-SNZ-4-F
1X2 FRAMES
MOD-SNZ-5-F
MOD-SNZ-6-F
MOD-SNZ-7-F
MOD-SNZ-8-F
MOD-SNZ-9-F
MOD-SNZ-10-F
2X1 FRAMES
MOD-SNZ-11-F
MOD-SNZ-12-F
MOD-SNZ-13-F
MOD-SNZ-14-F
2X2 FRAMES
MOD-SNZ-15-F
MOD-SNZ-16-F
MOD-SNZ-17-F
MOD-SNZ-18-F

ITEM #
MOD-SNZ-PLX-SM
MOD-SNZ-PLX-MED
MOD-SNX-PLX-LG

PANELS
Unprinted 3mm Plex - 3x3
Unprinted 3mm Plex - 3x4
Unprinted 3mm Plex - 4x4

MOD-SNZ-PVC-SM
MOD-SNZ-PVC-SM
MOD-SNZ-PVC-LG

Unprinted 3mm Sintra - 3x3
Unprinted 3mm Sintra - 3x4
Unprinted 3mm Sintra - 4x4

MOD-SNZ-1-PLEX-3-G
Printed 3mm Plex - 3x3
MOD-SNZ-2-PLEX-3-G /
Printed 3mm Plex - 3x4
MOD-SNZ-3-PLEX-3-G
MOD-SNZ-4-PLEX-3-G Printed 3mm Plex - 4x4
MOD-SNZ-1-PVC-3-G
Single-Sided Printed 3mm Sintra - 3x3
MOD-SNZ-2-PVC-3-G /
Single-Sided Printed 3mm Sintra - 3x4
MOD-SNZ-3-PVC-3-G
MOD-SNZ-4-PVC-3-G
Single-Sided Printed 3mm Sintra - 4x4
MOD-SNZ-1-PVC-3GDBL
MOD-SNZ-2-PVC-3GDBL / MOD-SNZ-3PVC-3-GDBL
MOD-SNZ-4-PVC-3GDBL

ITEM #
WHEELS (SET OF 4) +
MOUNTING HARDWARE
CASTER-NUT-4
MAGNETS
MOD-SNZ-ADD-MAGNETS

can pr int sided
single or double

Double-Sided Printed 3mm Sintra - 3x3
Double-Sided Printed 3mm Sintra - 3x4
Double-Sided Printed 3mm Sintra - 4x4

WARNING: Cancer
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

MODULATE SNEEZE
GUARD WALLS
CLEAR PLEXIGLASS KITS

MOD-SNZ-1
33"w x 33"h

MOD-SNZ-2
33"w x 47"h

MOD-SNZ-3
47"w x 33"h

MOD-SNZ-7
33"w x 92"h

MOD-SNZ-8
47"w x 64.5"h

MOD-SNZ-9*
47"w x 78.5"h

MOD-SNZ-13
92"w x 33"h

MOD-SNZ-14*
92"w x 47"h

MOD-SNZ-15
64.5"w x 78.5"h

MOD-SNZ-4*
47"w x 47"h

MOD-SNZ-10*
46"w x 92"h

MOD-SNZ-16
92"w x 64.5"h

ideal for schools, of fices,
beauty/bar ber shops & more!
*due to plexiglass panel size(s), unit ships freight
**if adding wheels, 2 sets are required.

MOD-SNZ-5
33"w x 64.5"h

MOD-SNZ-11
64.5"w x 33"h

MOD-SNZ-17*
92"w x 78.5"h

MOD-SNZ-6
33"w x 78.5"h

MOD-SNZ-12
64.5"w x 47"h

MOD-SNZ-18*
92"w x 92"h

PERSONAL, FOLDABLE
SNEEZE GUARDS
ECONOMY PERSONAL
DESKTOP SNEEZE GUARD
- 20-21"w x 18"h x 11"d
- economy, personal, foldable sneeze guard
- clear, transparent PETG plastic (thermoplastic polyester)
w/ removeable film
- flaps adhere to desktop with hook & loop strips (included)
- to clean, use a plastic cleaner or mild detergent and water
with a soft cloth
- lead time: 15-20 days
- sold in large quantities only; minimum order quantity: 1,000
ITEM #
DSKTP-TRIFLD-GRD

DESCRIPTION
Economy, clear foldable sneeze guard

call to order a sample!
FLATPACK SNEEZE GUARD
-

1/8" thick desktop/tabletop sneeze guard
22" wide
choice of height: 18", 23.5", 31"
no minimum order quantity
quantities of ten or less ship next day
made in USA

ITEM #
SNZ-TRIFLD-22x18x12
SNZ-TRIFLD-22x23.5x12
SNZ-TRIFLD-22x31x12

DESCRIPTION
Flatpack Sneeze Guard
22"w x 18"h x 12"d
Flatpack Sneeze Guard
22"w x 23.5"h x 12"d
Flatpack Sneeze Guard
22"w x 31"h x 12"d

4-WAY DESKTOP SNEEZE GUARD
- 4-way desktop/tabletop sneeze guard made of clear plexiglass
- interlocking design provides structural stability without the need
for hardware
- 1/4" thick desktop/tabletop sneeze guard
- 47"w x 23.5"h x 47"d
- made in North America
- packs flat for easy storage
- UPS/FedEx shippable
ITEM #
SNZ-X-DVDR

DESCRIPTION
Clear, 4-way plexiglass divider

CUBICLE DIVIDERS, PROTECTION
WALLS & BARRIERS
CUBICLE DIVIDERS
- clear, 6mm thick plexiglass dividers held in place by 3mm PVC clamps that
attach to cubicle
- plexiglass dividers offered off-the-shelf in three sizes:
- 23.5"w x 23.5"h
- 47.5"w x 23.5"h
- 35.5"w x 23.5"h
- custom plexiglass sizes also available maximum 95.5"w x 35.5"h
- kits include clear plexiglass divider & PVC clamps to hold plexiglass in place
- plexiglass features rounded radius on corners
- clamps are adjustable and span widths from 1" - 2.5"

ITEM #

DESCRIPTION
23.5"w x 23.5"h 6mm Plexiglass Sneeze Guard with Adjustable
Sintra Clamps
35.5"w x 23.5"h 6mm Plexiglass Sneeze Guard with Adjustable
SNZ-ADJ-3x2
Sintra Clamps
47.5"w x 23.5"h 6mm Plexiglass Sneeze Guard with Adjustable
SNZ-ADJ-4x2
Sintra Clamps
CUSTOM up to 47.5"w x 23.5"h 6mm Plexiglass Sneeze Guard
SNZ-ADJ-CUS-SM
with Adjustable Sintra Clamps
CUSTOM up to 47.5"w x 35.5"h 6mm Plexiglass Sneeze Guard
SNZ-ADJ-CUS-MED
with Adjustable Sintra Clamps
CUSTOM up to 95.5"w x 35.5"h 6mm Plexiglass Sneeze Guard
SNZ-ADJ-CUS-LG
with Adjustable Sintra Clamps
SNZ-ADJ-2x2

P VC clamp
attaches to
cubicle

KIOSK DIVIDER

DESKTOP SNEEZE GUARDS

- 38.15"w x 71.5"h x 11.81"d kiosk dividers, perfect to place in
between check in stations in air terminals, ATM machines,
gaming machines, restroom sinks and more
- dividers include 6mm clear plexiglass panels
- frame is lightweight aluminum extrusion
- heavy-duty steel base ensures stability

- clear, 1/8" (3mm) thick plexiglass dividers held in place by
15mm extrusion that sits on desk
- frame is lightweight anodized aluminum extrusion
- plexiglass dividers offered off-the-shelf in four sizes:
- 24"w x 24"h with two 12" returns/side panels
- 36"w x 24"h with two 12" returns/side panels
- 48"w x 24"h with two 12" returns/side panels
- 60"w x 24"h with two 24" returns/side panels

ITEM #
SNZ-KIOSK-DIVIDER-1800

DESCRIPTION
Extrusion, Plexiglass Kiosk, Machine Divider

ITEM #
DSKTP-SNZ-2x2x1
DSKTP-SNZ-3x2x1
DSKTP-SNZ-4x2x1
DSKTP-SNZ-5x2x2

WARNING: Cancer
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

DESCRIPTION
24"w x 24"h 3mm Plexiglass Divider with two 12" Side Panels
36"w x 24"h 3mm Plexiglass Divider with two 12" Side Panels
48"w x 24"h 3mm Plexiglass Divider with two 12" Side Panels
60"w x 24"h 3mm Plexiglass Divider with two 24" Side Panels

CUBICLE DIVIDERS, PROTECTION
WALLS & BARRIERS
WORKSTATION DIVIDER
- 47"w x 48"h x 15.75"d workstation dividers, perfect for
offices, computer labs, libraries
- frame is 2" wide; foot is 15.75"
- adjustable knob ensures the hitch wall reaches the
desktop sufficiently
- dividers include 1/8" clear plexiglass panels
- frame is lightweight aluminum extrusion
ITEM #
HITCH-WALL-1

DESCRIPTION
Extrusion, Plexiglass Workstation Divider

adjustable knob allows for secure placement

Work with us to customize and tailor your return to office needs. We offer table-top dividers/protectors, divider walls to place in between
workstations, sliding, modular protection barriers and more. We offer many different sizes, all offered with clear plexiglass panels and
your choice of aluminum feet or casters.

casters

aluminum feet

get an estimate started today
for your of fice envir onment
WARNING: Cancer
www.P65Warnings.ca.gov

CUBICLE DIVIDERS, PROTECTION WALLS & BARRIERS

CUSTOM BARRIER WALLS FOR OFFICES

ACRYLIC
SNEEZE GUARD

PPE SOLUTIONS FOR

BANKS & CREDIT UNIONS
In order to maintain branch operations as the risk of a
public outbreak heightens, financial institutions are
investing in protecting patrons and employees with
personal protective equipment.
We offer an extensive range of PPE products, signs, and
solutions to help businesses open and operate safely.
We also offer customized PPE and interior solutions
specified for the environment.

SNEEZE GUARDS

Countertop and hanging sneeze guards create physical sepearation when social
distancing is challenging. We offer a line of off-the-shelf sneeze guards, as well as
customized reception barriers that help protect employees and patrons and enable them
to interact safely and with confidence. Made in the USA, our barriers are superior in
quality, and are designed to last.
• Acrylic Sneeze Guards
- Feature 1/8” thick clear acrylic and white feet,
offered with & w/o slot
• Hanging Sneeze Guards
- Ceiling mounted, high-grip aluminum snap rail
system that holds lightweight, 7mil clear
polyester
• Desktop Sneeze Guards
- Aluminum frame, rigid clear plexiglass panels
• Custom Sneeze Guards
- Designed specific to the needs & environment

HANGING
SNEEZE GUARDS

PPE SOLUTIONS FOR

MEDICAL/DENTAL
OFFICES & CLINICS

Dental/medical offices and clinics have a duty to protect the
health of their patients and employees. We offer a wide
variety of PPE products, such as protection barriers, sneeze
guards, sanitizing stands, informational signs and displays
designed to protect, educate, and instill confidence.

ACRYLIC
SNEEZE
GUARDS

SNEEZE GUARDS
& PARTITION WALLS
Help maintain social distance and physical separation while protecting from splashes and
sprays. Our Partition Walls and Sneeze Guards are manufactured in the USA, are easy to
assemble, clean and disinfect.
Our offering includes various types and sizes; we also offer customized solutions, specific
for the desired environment.

• Clear divider and partition walls
• Modulate® sneeze guard partition walls
• Clear countertop acrylic sneeze guards
• Portable, retractable Banner Shields
• Hanging sneeze guards

SAFEGUARD

THE WORKPLACE & EMPLOYEES
Offices and companies of all types need a variety of PPE
products to protect their employees and make them feel
confident and safe in a changed workplace. We offer a wide
variety of PPE products, signs and displays designed to help
protect, sanitize, inform and instill confidence.

SNEEZE GUARDS
& PARTITION WALLS
Help maintain social distance and physical separation while
protecting from splashes and sprays. Our Partition Walls
and Sneeze Guards are manufactured in the USA, are easy
to assemble, clean and disinfect.
Our offering includes various types and sizes; we also offer
customized solutions, specific for the desired environment.

• Clear divider and partition walls
• Modulate® sneeze guard partition walls
• Clear desktop acrylic sneeze guards
• Portable, retractable Banner Shields
• Hanging sneeze guards

HANGING
SNEEZE GUARDS

PPE SOLUTIONS FOR

RESTAURANTS
In a survival effort, restaurants are investing in protecting
patrons and employees with personal protective equipment.
It is imperative that important protocols for mask wearing,
social distancing and sanitizing are clearly communicated.
We offer an extensive range of PPE products, signs, and
solutions to help businesses open and operate safely.
We also offer customized PPE and interior solutions
specified for the environment.

STANDING PARTITION WALLS
Create physical separation between chairs and tables to
protect patrons and employees and keep them safe.
Our partition walls are easy to assemble, wipe down
and disinfect. All partition walls are made in the USA.
We offer a range in a variety of different price points, with
a variety of sizes and options. We also offer customized
solutions, specific for the desired environment.
• Modulate® Sneeze Guard Walls
- Feature aluminum tube frames & clear
plexiglass panels
• Pegasus Banner Shields
- Feature economy frames and a clear vinyl banner
• Mosquito Rectractable Banner Shields
- Pull up banners with clear, rollable shields
• Custom Partition Walls
- Feature premium extrusion frames & clear,
large plexiglass panels

SNEEZE GUARDS

Countertop and hanging sneeze guards create physical sepearation when social
distancing is challenging. We offer a line of off-the-shelf sneeze gaurds, as well as
customized reception barriers that help protect employees and patrons and enable them
to interact safely and with confidence. Made in the USA, our barriers are superior in
quality, and are designed to last.
• Acrylic Sneeze Guards
- Feature 1/8” thick clear acrylic and white feet,
offered with & w/o slot
• Hanging Sneeze Guards
- Ceiling mounted, high-grip aluminum snap rail
system that holds lightweight, 7mil clear
polyester
• Desktop Sneeze Guards
- Aluminum frame, rigid clear plexiglass panels
• Custom Sneeze Guards
- Designed specific to the needs & environment

www.horizonartgroup.com
info@horizonartgroup.com
tel: 888-675-2295

